
Please Read Carefully Before Use:
SPECIFICATION:
1. Bettery: DC 1.55/1.5v (SR41/LR41)
2. Power Consumption: 0.2mW
3. Battery Life: More than 200 hours of continuous operation.
                        (Approx. 2 years if used 10 minutes per day)
4. Display Unit: 0.1°C/ 0.1°F
5. Measuring Range:

6. Accuracy: ±0.1°C(±0.2°F) between 35°C~38°C (95°F~100.4°F), ±0.2°C(±0.4°F) for 
    remainder of range at room temperature of 22°C (71.6°F)
7. Dimensions: 40mm x 43mm x 53mm
8. Weight: Approx. 14g (including battery)
9. Nipple Size: Medium

CAUTION:
1. Any pacifier wears out. To PREVENT POSSIBLE CHOKING HAZARD, test the strength 
    of the nipple by pulling on the bulb portion before each use.
2. Examine the pacifier bulb before each use for cracks, tears, tackiness or other signs of 
    wear. Discard the worn unit immediately.
3. THE UNIT IS A MEDICAL DEVICE, do not substitute or use as a regular pacifier. Store 
    out of reach of children.
4. Do not contact the unit with any thinner or chemical solvent.
5. Do not store the unit in direct sunlight or at high temperature.
6. Do not attempt to disassemble the unit.
7. Do not let children play with the unit. TEMPERATURE SHOULD BE TAKEN UNDER 
    ADULT SUPERVISION.
8. When the battery is almost exhausted, the (    ) symbol will appear in the display window, 
    meaning it's time to discard the unit.  Do not use as a regular pacifier.
9. ORAL TEMPERATURE READINGS ARE OFTEN (0.5°C) 1.0 °F LOWER THAN ACTUAL 
    BODY TEMPERATURE READINGS.

For use up to age 5 years.
A BABY’S THERMOMETER.

MP9101

Digital Pacifier Thermometer
(Bear)

32.0°C~42.9°C (90.0°F ~109.9°F).  
Less than 32°C/ 90°F, Lo°C / Lo°F Display 
More than 42.9°C/ 109.9°F, Hi°C / Hi°F Display
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display window



10. Do not use this thermometer for measurements other than for oral use.
11. Components may be harmful if swallowed. Contact your physician immediately should 
      this occur.
12. The Thermometer nipple comes in one size intended to fit all mouth sizes. Please gauge 
      your child's mouth size and the nipple size prior to thermometer use. A child using a 
      nipple that is too large has an increase risk of choking.

HOW TO OPERATE:
1. Press the on-off button to turn on the thermometer, the window will display 188.8M°E and 
    a beep sound will be heard. This indicates that the unit is in working condition.
2. Upon releasing the on-off button, last measured temperature will be showed for about two 
    seconds with letter “M” under the degree sign, then 37.0°C/98.6°F, and then Lo°C/Lo°F 
    displayed (if the room temperature is greater than 32°C/ 90°F, it will be displayed rather 
    than Lo°C/ Lo°F). The flash °C/°F indicates the thermometer is ready to take a tempera-
    ture.
3. Position the pacifier bulb into babies' mouth. Note: Drinking or eating prior to use may 
    affect reading. Measurement should be taken one half hour after eating or drinking.
4. Once the degree sign °C/°F on the display has stopped flashing (approx. 3 minutes) and 
    sound an alarm (Bi—Bi—Bi, if temperature exceeds 37.8°C/100°F it sounds Bi-Bi-Bi 
    ---Bi-Bi-Bi), representing the temperature is ready to read. The reading is reflecting the 
    oral temperature of the baby.
5. It is recommended to leave the thermometer in baby's mouth for 6~8 minutes to allow the 
    nipple to warm up and get a more accurate reading.
6. The unit will automatically turn off in 10 minutes. However, to prolong battery life, it is best 
    to press the power button to turn it off once the temperature has been taken.
7. Repeat operation procedures if interrupted during use.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Before and after each use, clean the unit with warm water and sterilize the pacifier bulb 
    with ethyl alcohol.
2. Do not boil or wash in dishwasher.
3. Wipe clean with dry soft cloth before storage.
4. Use the original cap to store the unit. Store out of reach of children.

WARNING:
DO NOT TIE PACIFIER AROUND CHILD'S NECK AS PRESENTS A STRANGULATION 
DANGER.


